
Situation Providence Hospital of Washington, DC is the city’s oldest continuously operating 

hospital. It has strengths in a wide variety of medical specialties and enjoys a 

reputation for personal, engaged patient care. 

While well-respected, Providence sought a stronger identity as a care provider of

choice and medical authority for health issues. Several other area hospitals have

regional and even national recognition and often absorbed attention from community

hospitals such as Providence, which offers comparable expertise in many areas.

Accordingly, Providence retained The Design Channel as its agency of record to 

establish greater visibility for a number of its services.

Solution One of Providence's biggest challenges was developing a new brand identity, and attracting

patient candidates, for its surgical weight loss center. In order to develop an effective 

messaging platform for the center, we knew that thoroughly understanding the emotions

and challenges of the target audience – significantly overweight people – was critical. 

We coordinated one-on-one conversations with patients who had recently undergone

weight loss surgery, patients who had the procedure a while ago, and patients who were

about to have the procedure, as well as with hospital caregivers who managed patients’

post-operative care. This discourse revealed key insights into the psychological, environ-

mental, and health factors which motivated patients to consider weight loss surgery and,

correspondingly, laid the foundation for our communications.

The resulting multi-media campaign revolved around messaging that appealed to

prospects’ self-motivation (“You can do this”) and desire for a better, healthier lifestyle. 

In addition, we created a new name, logo, vanity phone number, and tagline for the center.

The campaign spanned print and online advertising, radio, web graphics, outdoor, transit

media, direct mail, and collateral materials.

Result Our campaign for Providence was met with an overwhelmingly positive response 

fromhospital staff during its rollout. It has been successful in establishing a more 

distinctive voice and greater personal appeal than previous marketing efforts for 

the weight loss center.

•  The campaign achieved increased call volumes and attendance at the information 

sessions were at capacity levels.

•  Based on back-end call tracking, we were able to determine the best performing 

media (radio and bus tails).

Providence Hospital



o Bariatric Care Center Logo

o Bariatric Care Center
Brochure



o Metro Bus Tails

o Print Ad



o Bariatric Care Center Online
Banner Ads

o :60 radio spots

Click here to view 
animated banner ad

“HIGH SCHOOL REUNION” “FOOTBALL GAME”

Click here to listen to
:60 radio spot

Click here to listen to
:60 radio spot

Click here to view 
animated banner ad

http://www.thedesignchannel.com/PH/bariatrics/PH-BANNER_AD_300x250_THOM_F.gif
http://www.thedesignchannel.com/PH/bariatrics/radio/Providence%20Hospital-Football%20Game%2060R.mp3
http://www.thedesignchannel.com/PH/bariatrics/radio/Providence%20Hospital-HS%20Reunion%2060R.mp3
http://www.thedesignchannel.com/PH/bariatrics/PH-BANNER_AD_728x90_BARB_F.gif


o Prostate Cancer Event 
Direct mail postcard and Ad

o Breast Health Event 
Direct mail postcard and Ad


